
The CHT Security Label offers your company 
various functions and benifits, such as:

1. Create essential elements for theft deter-
rent.
   * We know that 97% of the stolen and un-
identified computers are never found (FBI statis-
tics).

   * The 80% of the stolen company’s comput-
ers are taken by the employees themselves.

The CHT Security Labels warning “Computer Pro-
tected Against Theft” offers a powerful warning. 
An employee is not going to steal a any device iden-
tified as “protected” by the fear of being detected 
by a system (alarm, satellite tracking, RFID,etc.)

A small investment for each computer will allow you 
to reduce the cost of replacing stolen assets and 
very short return on your investment (ROI). 

One computer cost 2,000 dollars; the information 
in it is worth 10 up to 30 times more.

2. Get control and inventory tool for your 
assets.

Today’sToday’s Bar code technology (code 39) on the 
CHT Security Label, you can easily make a per-
manent inventory of your assets, guarantying 
its traceability in the maintenance, change of 
owner, depreciation schedules, and inventory 
management tools can all be integrated for 
maximum efficiency  of large fleets of technical 
equipment.equipment.

The bar code (code 39) on the CHT Security Label 
it is completely customizable:

-Customize your Company Colors and Logos for 
company market branding and easy identification. 

-Apply Unique numbers of identification (associat-Apply Unique numbers of identification (associat-
ed to a bar code) selected by the customer to 
identify their assets. Finishing the serial number 
without logic, now you can associate various 
assets of technical equipment (computers, tab-
lets,smart phones, etc)  with a consistent specific 
numbering sytem that you use in you asset man
agement system for easy tracking and routine in-
ventory inspections.

3. When the CHT security label is removed 
from the device it brands the equipment 
with the words; 

4. Proven CHT Security Label durability.
The CHT Security Label (CHTSL) is manufactured 
in a fabrication process that protects it, with the 
passing time against shock, outdoors, and almost 
impossible to remove ensuring the permanence of 
your CHT Security Label for assets control.

5. Web traceability.
Our CHT Security Label database accessible by Our CHT Security Label database accessible by 
web login and password, personalized for each 
client, you can access, update, and download the 
list of your protected equipment and have the  in-
formation of their status immediately. 

If a computer or device has been stolen, update 
the changes though your client login  on our web 
site, available 24 hours a day, and the disposition 
of the device will be immediately in the list of 
stolen equipment.  

CHT Security Label.™
Discouragement of theft of electronic devices and traceability. 
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